Across
2. Type of Buddhism that is easier for everyday people to practice
4. What is the "essential self" called?
10. The founder of Buddhism, the Buddha
11. A key principle of Hinduism meaning non-violence
12. Spiritual force that everything is a part of
14. Type of Buddhism that is practiced through a life of hard spiritual work
15. Final goal for Buddhists, union with the universe

Down
1. Social groups in which people are born
3. Lowest caste, considered heavily polluted
5. Union with Brahman
6. Rebirth of the soul in another bodily form
7. What is the section of the Vedas that answer mystical questions related to Hinduism?
8. Religious and moral duties as an individual
9. All the actions in one's life that affect their fate in the next life
13. The books in which sacred Hindu teaching are recorded